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Abstract

All the current rate�based proposals suggest to adjust the source transmission rate
based on the received RM cell immediately� However� this approach may lead to overload�

ing of the bottleneck switch� We propose that the adjustment should be delayed� The
amount of delay depends on the source�to�bottleneck separations of di�erent connections�

which can be obtained during the call setup� Based on our Max�Min scheme ��� that can
rapidly achieve the fair share allocation� a new rate�based switch mechanism is proposed to

take into account of the delay� With this� overloading of the bottleneck switch due to the
di�erent source�to�bottleneck separations can be avoided and thus� the peak queue length

of the bottleneck switch can be minimized�

Technical Area

Congestion Control

� Problem De�nition

Under the current rate�based �ow control framework suggested by ATM Forum� the switches

calculate the proper submission rates for di�erent VCs passing through it� This information

is sent to the sources via the RM cells� The sources immediately adjust their allowed cell

rates �ACRs� after receiving the RM cells� However� since di�erent VCs may have di�erent

bottleneck�to�source separations� immediate adjustment of ACRs after receiving the RM cells

may be hazardous� Consider Figure �� there are a set of VCs passing through a bottleneck

switch� The delays between the switch and the source end systems �SESs� of VCs a and b are

Delay a and Delay b � where Delay b� Delay a�� respectively� Suppose there is a change in
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the network con�guration such that SES a must decrease its ACR while SES b must increase

its ACR to maintain the max�min fairness 	�
� Since the response of VC b is faster than VC a�

the switch is overloaded until ACR of SES a is decreased� This may lead to bu�er over�ow and

hence data cell loss at the bottleneck switch� This in turns creates a �snow�ball� e�ect since the

retransmission of packet as a result of cell loss would make the situation worse because a single

cell loss requires the retransmission of the entire packet�

� Proposed Max�Min Scheme with Delayed Adjustment
�MMDA�

The proposed Max�Min Scheme with Delayed Adjustment �MMDA� is based on the Max�Min

scheme 	
� The Max�Min scheme can achieve both the max�min fairness within the shortest

time and the shortest peak queue length when compared to CAPC 	�
 and ERICA 	�
� Since

sometimes it is necessary to carry the delay information to the sources� a new �eld in the RM

cell� called delay is proposed� Similar to other time�related parameters� it is � bytes long 	�
�

During the call setup� every switch participates in calculating the round trip time by adding

the delay the RM cells could experience in the link and node 	�
� Therefore� at the end of the

call setup� every switch knows the delay between it and the source of that VC�

Each switch maintains an information table for all VCs that pass through it �Table ��� VCI

denotes the VC identi�er� ER f and ER b denote the ER value of the most recent RM cell

received in the forward and backward directions� respectively� CA is the current allocation for

the VC at the switch� Constrained is a boolean variable� When it is �� the connection is a

constrained one 	�
 due to the bottleneck elsewhere and when constrained � �� the bandwidth

of the connection is limited by the bandwidth available at the current node� Dsn is the delay

between the source and the node calculated during the call setup�

When the RM cell comes out from the source� its delay and ER are set to � and PCR�

respectively �Figure �� When the switch receives a forward RM cell with ER �eld equal to

ER RM � the switch will do the following�

i� IF ER RM � ER f�j� THEN GOTO step ix

ii� ER f�j� � ER RM

iii� IF min�ER f�j�� ER b�j�� � CA�j� THEN

constrained�j� � � and CA�j� � min�ER f�j�� ER b�j��

ELSE

constrained�j� � �

iv� For all unconstrained connections i� let CA�i� � �� where

� �
Available Bandwidth�

P
constrained connection CA�k�

N �M
���

v� changed � �





vi� For all unconstrained connections i

IF min�ER f�i�� ER b�i�� � � THEN

constrained�i� � �� CA�i� � min�ER f�i�� ER b�i�� and changed � �

vii� For all constrained connections k

IF min�ER f�k�� ER b�k�� � � THEN

constrained�k� � � and changed � �

viii� IF changed � � GOTO step iv

ix� END

As depicted in Figure �� let ER� be the ER value in the RM cell when arrived at the switch

and CA be the current allocation for the VC at the switch� The new ER value for the outgoing

RM cell� ER� is computed as follows�

ER � minfmax�FS�CA�� ER�g� ��

where FS is the fair share allocation and it can be found by using�

FS � Available Bandwidth�Number of Active V C� ���

When the RM cell reaches the destination� it is turned around by the destination and its ER

�eld is reset to the minimum of PCR and the destination�s supported rate �i�e�� ER� in Figure

�� The backward RM cell undergoes the same pseudocode with ER f in steps i and ii being

replaced by ER b� together with the following�

viii a For all connections j � J � where J is the set of VCs with CAs that need to be

changed

IF CAs for some connections increase and for some decrease THEN

delay�j� �  � fmax
i�J

�Dsn�i���Dsn�j�g

This is executed immediately after step viii� delay�j� is the value to be �lled in the delay

�eld of the return RM cell of VC j� When the source receives a RM cell� its ACR is set to the

ER value �i�e�� ER� in Figure �� after the delay suggested in the delay �eld of the RM cell�

In this scheme� the modi�cation of ER is done in both done the forward and backward

directions� and the ER �eld is reset at the destination� This approach can reduce the response

time because the up�to�date information carried by the forward RM cell can be used to calculate

CA� which can then be carried by the RM cells in the backward path�

� Simulation Results

Figure � shows the simulation model� The SES used is based on 	�
� The one�way propagation

delay between two switches is ���s �MAN separation suggested in 	�
 �� The access delays for
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VCs � and � are delay � and delay � �� delay �� respectively� Let us de�ne d � delay � �

delay ��

Initially� only VCs �� � � and � are active� VC � becomes active at time����s� The fair

share allocation for the VCs before and after VC � turns active is shown in Table � Notice

that the allocation for VC� increases while that of VC� decreases� Figure � shows the peak

queue length at switch  �the bottleneck� for the Max�Min scheme and the MMDA scheme�

It shows that there is a signi�cant reduction in peak queue length and the reduction increases

approximately linearly with the mismatch in delay�

Figure � shows the input tra�c to switch  when d � ��ms� It shows that� under MMDA�

the input rate remains at � after VC� is active while under Max�Min Scheme� switch  experience

a period of overloading�

� Conclusion

In this paper� a new rate�based ABR switch mechanism� which takes into account of di�erent

bottleneck�to�source delay� is proposed� Based on our Max�Min scheme 	
 that can rapidly

achieve the fair share allocation and the information of the source�to�switch delay obtained from

the call setup� the adjustment ofACR at the sources are delayed in order to avoid overloading the

bottleneck switch� With this idea� the peak queue length of the bottleneck switch is signi�cantly

reduced� especially when the di�erence in the source�to�bottleneck delays get larger�
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Figure �� Example network
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Figure �� Simulation Model
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Figure �� Comparison of peak queue length of switch 
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a) Amout of Traffic going into switch 2 in Max−Min Scheme
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b) Amout of Traffic going into switch 2 in MMDA

Figure �� Comparison of utilization of link 

Table �� Information Table at the switch
VCI ER f ER b CA constrained Dsn

x f� b� c� ��� D�
y f b c ��� D

Table � Fair Share Allocation at di�erent time �in Mbps�

VC� VC� VC� VC� VC�

Before VC� becomes active � � ��� ��� N�A
After VC� becomes active � � �� �� ��

�


